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’MY FREAKY FAMILY’ AND ‘GIANTS OF LA MANCHA’ HEADLINE  

STUDIO 100 FILM’S EFM SHOWCASE 

 

 

Munich, 13 February 2024. Studio 100 Film, a leading player in the global 

entertainment industry, is thrilled to announce the highly anticipated market 

screening of the animated comedy feature, "My Freaky Family", at the 

European Film Market (EFM), Berlin. Produced by Australia's POP Family 

Entertainment and Ireland's Telegael, this exciting movie is set to make its world 

premiere on February 19th, 2024, at 12:50 PM in the prestigious dffb Cinema 

(Filmhaus). 

 

"My Freaky Family" has already garnered significant attention, with  

Studio 100 Film securing distribution deals that span the globe. Notable 

agreements include partnerships with Viva Films for the US, Alba Films for 

France, and Notorious for Italy. Furthermore, distribution deals have also been 

inked for Portugal, Iceland, the Middle East, Israel, and all Eastern European 

territories. 

 

Studio 100 Film is also pleased to announce a series of international release 

dates for the hilarious CGI action-adventure feature "Giants of La Mancha", 

produced by Studio 100 Media, GF Films and M.A.R.K.13 – COM. The film 

promises to captivate audiences worldwide. Distributed by Nos Lusomundo it 

will premiere theatrically in Portugal on March 21, 2024, in Latvia (distributed by 

ACME) on March 29, 2024, and then in France (KMBO) on April 3, 2024. Further 

releases in April are planned in Estonia (ACME), Czech Republic and Slovakia 

(Donart Film). Constantin Film will then bring the movie to the big screen in 

Germany on May 9, 2024, and later the same month in Switzerland. Further 

releases will follow in May and June in Middle- and South American countries, 

where Infinity Hill is distributing, and Mexico (Cine Video y TV). Co-producer  
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GF Films also plans to launch the movie in Argentina in May/June. Viva Films 

has acquired the distribution rights for the USA and Canada, with an expected 

release date of September/October 2024. 

 

Studio 100 Film extends a warm invitation to all industry professionals to meet 

at EFM, located at office #258, Marriott Hotel. Join us for exclusive insights into 

these remarkable films and explore further exciting projects from our extensive 

portfolio.  

 

 

About Studio 100 Film 

Studio 100 Film is an international, independent sales agency for exceptional family movies. 

Based in Munich, the company is a subsidiary of Studio 100 Media. With more than 10 years of 

experience, Studio 100 Film has successfully marketed and sold animation feature films such as 

“Giants of La Mancha”, the “Maya the Bee” trilogy, “Mia and me – The Hero of Centopia” and 

numerous other Studio 100 Media titles. In addition, it also acts as a sales agency for selected 

third-party films such as, most recently, “North”, “My Freaky Family“ or “100% Wolf”. Studio 100 

Film’s focus is on representing a well-selected portfolio of films internationally with the 

recognition they deserve. www.studio100film.com 
 

 

 

Contact for Media 

 

GSA: 

Joe Hofer  

Manager Corporate Communications & Events 

Studio 100 Media  

Phone: +49 (0)89 960855-286 

E-Mail: Josef.Hofer@studio100media.com 

International: 

Devika Patel 

DP-PR 

Mobile: +44 (0) 7773 324 159 

Email: devika@dp-pr.com 
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